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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose of Survey

An environmental baseline survey (EBS) was conducted at the Electronic Combat Range in La

Junta, Colorado.  The survey was performed in order to assess current environmental conditions

at the facility for consideration in future planning.  Verifying the existing environmental

conditions at these locations is important in determining potential environmental liabilities

attributable to the U.S. Air Force (USAF) or to the current contractor operating the facility,

Lockheed Martin.

1.2 Scope of Survey

The EBS involved a site visit and inspection of all properties and facilities associated with the

Electronic Combat Range in and around La Junta, Colorado.  These facilities included the

Lemay Technical Operations Facility in La Junta, Colorado, four AN/MST-T1(V)  Multiple

Threat Emitter System (Mini-MUTE) sites located in Bent and Las Animas Counties, and one

MLQ-T4(V) Ground Jammer site located in Bent County.  Interviews were also conducted with

personnel familiar with the activities at the Electronic Combat Range and relevant documentation

was examined.

1.3 Site Descriptions

The Lemay Technical Operations Facility is located adjacent to the La Junta Municipal Airport

and Industrial Park in the City of La Junta, Otero County, Colorado (Figure 1).  The Mini-MUTE

and jammer sites are located in rural rangeland areas in the surrounding counties of Bent and Las

Animas.  The sites are relatively flat topographically and are fenced for security purposes.  Mini-

MUTE site 1MM2 is located in Bent County, approximately 20 miles north of Pritchett, near the

intersection of County Road D and County Road 27.  The site elevation is approximately 4,700

feet above mean sea level (mean sea level).  Mini-MUTE site 1MM5 is located in Bent County,

approximately 8 miles east of La Junta, Colorado.  The site has an approximate elevation of

4,390 feet above mean sea level and is accessed by County Road Z.  Mini-MUTE site 1MM6,

also located in Bent County, is accessed by County Road BB and is located east of the

intersection of County Road BB and County Road CC.  The approximate elevation of site 1MM6
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is 4,100 feet above mean sea level.  The jammer site is located in Bent County, east of the

intersection of Colorado State Highway 194 and County Road HH.  The approximate elevation

of the site is 4,000 feet above mean sea level.  Mini-MUTE site 1MM4 is located off of Colorado

State Highway 109 in Las Animas County, approximately six miles north of the town of Kim.

The site has an approximate elevation of 5,590 feet above mean sea level and is bounded to the

west by the Commanche National Grassland and to the north by Farm Road 197.

The 9,000-square-foot operations facility, constructed in 1990, consists of a building with several

attached trailers containing radar and communications systems.  The building is heated by natural

gas and cooled electrically.  Next to the operations facility is a pre-existing concrete slab on

which rest several structures from previous construction.  A small building used to house

hazardous materials is located in the southeast corner of the site.  Next to this building is a small

shed used for storing hazardous waste.  Also located in this area are a Quonset hut; used for

storing dry goods such as boxes, parts, and cable; and a small maintenance building where lawn

and grounds maintenance equipment is kept.  Another small shed used for storing system

components is located near the center of the concrete slab, west of the operations facility.  A

chain-link fence with a gated entry surrounds the site.

The Mini-MUTE sites, constructed in 1994, consist of a parcel of land measuring roughly 800

feet by 800 feet surrounded by a barbed wire fence with a gated entry.  Inside these fences are

gravel pads for the emitter units, ranging in size from 110 feet by 110 feet to 150 feet by 150

feet.  A chain-link security fence with gated entry surrounds all the gravel pads.  None of the

Mini-MUTE sites contain permanent structures.  The Mini-MUTE sites are supplied with

electrical power and have the accompanying utility poles and transformers on site.  Southeastern

Colorado Power Association supplies power to the sites.  The jammer site contains a group of

interconnected small buildings and trailers.  Three maintenance trucks are used at the various

sites and they are typically parked at either the Mini-MUTE sites or the operations facility.
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2.0 SURVEY METHODOLOGY

2.1 Documents Reviewed

Documents reviewed prior to and during the survey included:

•  Establishment of Electronic Combat Sites Near La Junta, Colorado: Environmental

Baseline Survey Report (USAF 1993).

•  Establishment of Four Electronic Combat Mini-MUTE Sites Near La Junta, Colorado:

Environmental Assessment (USAF 1993).

•  Finding of No Significant Impact: Establishment of Five Electronic Combat Mini-MUTE

Sites near La Junta, Colorado (USAF 1993).

•  Internal ECAMP-La Junta (USAF 1992).

•  AFI 32-7066: Environmental Baseline Surveys in Real Estate Transactions.

•  Environmental Assessment: La Junta, Colorado, STR Site, Upgrading of Facilities

(USAF 1996).

•  Soil Survey of Otero County, Colorado (United States Department of Agriculture

[USDA] 1972).

•  Soil Survey of Bent County, Colorado (USDA 1971).

•  Correspondence from Detachment 1, 99th Electronic Combat Range Group (ACC) La

Junta, Colorado to 21 CES/DEEV Peterson AFB, Colorado, concerning the internal

ECAMP.

•  Physical Inventory of Chemicals in Paint Shed (Lockheed Martin 1998).

•  Aerial Photos of La Junta Municipal Airport (USDA 1972, 1980, 1989).

•  Commercial Property Appraisal Record, USAF “Bomb Plot” (Otero County 1988).

•  Warranty Deed, Strategic Training Range Complex, La Junta, Colorado (Otero County

1988).

•  Lemay Technical Operations Facility Environmental Management and Emergency

Response Operating Instructions (USAF 1997).

 

 2.2 Property Inspection

 

 The property and buildings at the operations facility, Mini-MUTE sites, and jammer site were

inspected by two individuals from Ogden Environmental and Energy Services, Lakewood,

Colorado.  The site visits took place on July 23-24, 1998.  Mini-MUTE sites 1MM2, 1MM4, and

1MM6 were inspected on July 23, while Mini-MUTE site 1MM5, the jammer site, and the

operations facility were investigated on July 24.
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 2.3 Personal Interviews

 

 Personal interviews were conducted with the following individuals:

•  Bob Johnson, Facilities Manager, USAF.

•  Frank Easley, QAE, USAF

•  Gaylon Taylor, Environmental Manager, Lockheed Martin.

•  Patrick White, Facility Environmental Manager, Lockheed Martin.

•  Dan Poniatowski, QAE Supervisor, USAF.

•  Jerry Bradfield, Fire Chief, City of La Junta.
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3.0 FINDINGS

3.1 Site History and Current Use

The area where the Lemay Technical Operations Facility is located was historically owned by the

U.S. Air Force and used extensively to train B-24, B-25, and B-29 pilots during World War II

(Easley 1998a, Johnson 1998).  From 1940 to 1948, B-29 bombers were on site and the paved

area adjacent to the current operations facility was used as a tie-down location for aircraft.

Following the end of World War II, the area was sold to the City of La Junta and became the La

Junta Municipal Airport and Industrial Park.  The site adjacent to the current operations facility

remained under military control and commenced operations as an electronic combat training site

in approximately 1948.  Various trailers, tents, and other temporary structures were established

on the concrete tarmac for the training site.

The property at the eastern end of the airfield, where the operations facility is now located, was

acquired by the USAF from the City of La Junta (Easley 1998b) and the facility was constructed

in 1990.  It was then transferred to civilian contractor control (Lockheed Martin) in 1995 and

currently employs 26 personnel.  The facility grounds consist of approximately 25 acres,

including 8 acres leased from the City of La Junta.

Aerial photographs of the operations facility were reviewed for the periods 1972, 1980, and

1989-90.  The 1972 and 1980 photographs showed buildings in place on the concrete tarmac

area.  No evidence of construction or other activity is seen adjacent to the east end of the tarmac,

where the current operations facility is now located.  The 1989-90 photographs show the site

much as it appears today, with a permanent structure located east and adjacent to the concrete

tarmac, and the small storage buildings present in the southeast corner of the site.

The four Mini-MUTE sites and the jammer site constituting the Electronic Combat Range are

located in Las Animas County (Site 1MM4) and Bent County (Site 1MM2, 1MM5, IMM6, and

the jammer site) in southeastern Colorado.  The land use at the Mini-MUTE sites was historically

rangeland for cattle grazing, which currently continues on adjoining properties.  All sites are

rural with good visual resource quality.
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3.2 Environmental Setting

The Lemay Technical Operations Facility is located adjacent to the La Junta Municipal Airport

and Industrial Park.  The grounds surrounding the building are about 60 percent paved and

surrounded by fencing.  Inside the fencing, vegetation consists of planted ornamental species and

maintained lawn (Poa pratensis) behind the facility.  The north and west sides are landscaped.

The operations facility area is drained by two rock-lined depressions.  The surrounding area

outside the fencing is native grasslands, with species such as blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis),

buffalo grass (Buchloe dactyloides), Russian thistle (Salsola kali) and prickly-pear cacti (Opuntia

spp.).  The dominant soil is an Olney sandy loam with 0 to 3 percent slopes (USDA 1972).  This

series consists of deep, well drained, nearly level, loamy soils with a slow surface runoff rate and

a high infiltration rate (USDA 1972).

The Electronic Combat Range sites are located in rural areas consisting of agricultural rangeland.

The sites are relatively flat, although some backfilling and grading has been performed on the

jammer site, 1MM2, and 1MM5 to ensure a level surface for the emitter units.  Site 1MM2 has a

graveled area and shows evidence of having been cleared of vegetation in some areas, possibly

due to grading during site construction.  Sites 1MM2 and 1MM5 have slightly undulating

topography.  The vegetation is predominately native grassland with such species as blue grama,

buffalo grass, Russian thistle, prickly-pear cacti, yucca (Yucca spp.), and sagebrush (Artemisia

spp.).  The vegetation at the Electronic Combat Range sites is mowed by a Lockheed Martin

subcontractor in order to conform to USAF specifications (Johnson 1998).

The sites are primarily drained by sheet flow, although some small drainage channels are present

in areas of sufficient topography.  The jammer site shows signs of heavy erosion following a

recent storm event.  Erosion has cut several drainage channels that have undermined portions of

the chain-link fence.  The soil type at site 1MM2 is the Minnequa series with 0 to 9 percent

slopes.  These soils are loamy with moderate runoff and water permeability rates (USDA 1971).

The soils found at site 1MM4 are of the Baca series with 0 to 3 percent slopes.  These deep, silty,

loamy soils have moderate permeability and runoff rates (USDA 1971).  Site 1MM5 has soils in

the Penrose series with 0 to 25 percent slopes.  These soils are of moderate permeability and

have a medium to high runoff rate (USDA 1971).  Wiley silt loams with 0 to 3 percent slopes are

found at site 1MM6.  These soils have moderate permeability and a medium runoff rate (USDA

1971).
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3.3 Hazardous Substances

3.3.1 Hazardous Materials and Petroleum Products

Hazardous materials are present in small quantities at the Lemay Technical Operations Facility

but none exist at the Mini-MUTE or jammer sites.  Hazardous materials at the operations facility

are stored inside the facility and in two sheds in the southwestern corner of the site.  One shed is

used to store hazardous materials, including paints, aerosols, insulating oil, grease, gasoline

alcohol, carpet adhesive, and other facility maintenance supplies, while the adjacent shed is the

designated hazardous waste accumulation area for the site.  Materials stored in the hazardous

waste shed include a lead acid battery, four aerosol paint cans, and a milk jug approximately one

third full of used oil.  This jug appears to have leaked a portion of the contents, leaving oil on the

plywood platform.  However, a containment pallet is in place below the plywood platform, so no

hazardous materials have escaped the containment system.  Inside the operations facility, two

flammable material storage cabinets are located in the Mini-MUTE work center and in the

maintenance office.  The storage cabinets inside the facility contain cleaning solvents, lubricants,

aerosols, and paint.  A propane storage cabinet containing two 5-gallon tanks is located outside

the building near the radio mast.  Four 5-gallon drums containing used insulating oil are located

next to the southeast side of the building.  Small coffee cans are located at various workstations

in the operations facility; these are labeled “Hazardous Waste Satellite Accumulation Point” and

are used to collect scrap lead solder.

No reportable incidents of hazardous material spills or releases have occurred at the operations

facility or the Electronic Combat Range sites (Easley 1998a, Johnson 1998, and White 1998).

A spill plan has been prepared for the facility and spill absorbent material are readily available

throughout the operations facility.  Hazardous wastes generated at the sites are removed by a

contractor if the proper means of disposal are unavailable to the site personnel.  Rags used in

conjunction with hazardous materials are removed by an independent industrial rag recycling

contractor.  Used oil filters are drained, triple bagged in plastic, and disposed of at the used oil

recycling company (Easley 1998).

Due in part to the rural nature of the Electronic Combat Range sites and their past history of

agricultural use, there are no reported past incidents of hazardous materials usage or disposal.

No evidence of PCB-containing equipment, petroleum or chemical storage tanks, asbestos-
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containing building materials, wastewater treatment and disposal, or lead-based paint is present.

An 8-inch petroleum, oil or lubricant (POL) stain is located at site 1MM2.

3.4 Installation Restoration Program Contamination

There are no installation restoration program activities or sites present at the Lemay Technical

Operations Facility or any of the Electronic Combat Range sites.

3.5 Storage Tanks

3.5.1 Underground Storage Tanks

No underground storage tanks are known to exist at the Lemay Technical Operations Facility nor

any of the Electronic Combat Range sites.  There are no indications that underground tanks were

ever in place at the operations facility.  The closest known underground storage tanks in the

vicinity of the operations facility are two 1,000-gallon jet fuel tanks and three 10,000- gallon

gasoline tanks approximately one-quarter of a mile to the west of the facility (Bradfield 1998).

No underground storage tanks are present, or have been present, in the immediate vicinity of the

Electronic Combat Range sites.

3.5.2 Aboveground Storage Tanks

Historically, a 150-gallon aboveground storage tank was located near the storage buildings on the

concrete tarmac west of the existing operations facility.  The tank contained gasoline and was

removed in 1988.  A large (250,000-gallon) aboveground storage tank is located over a mile west

of the facility (Bradfield 1998).  The tank contains diesel fuel and is surrounded by a protective

berm.  No above ground storage tanks are present, or have been present, at any of the Electronic

Combat Range sites.

3.5.3 Pipelines, Hydrant Fueling, and Transfer Systems

No pipelines, hydrant fueling, or transfer systems are located on or in the immediate vicinity of

the operations facility or the Electronic Combat Range sites.

3.6 Oil/Water Separators
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No oil/water separators are located on or in the immediate vicinity of the operations facility or

the Electronic Combat Range sites.

3.7 Pesticides and Herbicides

No pesticides or herbicides are present at the operations facility or the Electronic Combat Range.

All pesticide applications at the facility are performed by independent contractors under the

direction of Lockheed Martin (Easley 1998b).

3.8 Medical and Biohazardous Waste

The routine operations of the Lemay Technical Operations Facility and the Electronic Combat

Range sites do not generate medical or biohazardous waste.

3.9 Ordnance

The primary purpose of the Lemay Technical Operations Facility and the Electronic Combat

Range sites is to provide the U.S. Air Force with an electronic simulated combat range.  As a

result, no live ordnance is used during Air Force training operations in the vicinity of the facility

sites.

3.10 Radioactive Waste

No radioactive waste is generated at the Lemay Technical Operations Facility or any of the

Electronic Combat Range sites.

3.11 Solid Waste

The removal of solid waste from the facilities is accomplished by an independent contractor.

The waste is transferred to a landfill in Swink, Colorado for disposal.

3.12 Groundwater

Groundwater in the vicinity of the operations facility and the Electronic Combat Range sites is

estimated at 500 to 600 feet deep (Bradfield 1998).  Due to the depth of the water table and the
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character of the operations performed by the facility, no contamination of groundwater is

believed to have occurred.

3.13 Wastewater Treatment, Collection, and Disposal

Wastewater is removed by sewer lines provided and serviced by the City of La Junta.  A sewage

lift station is present adjacent to the operations facility along the southern boundary fence.  The

sewage pipes cross the field adjacent to the facility property and head to a treatment plant

approximately 1 mile south of the facility.  No wastewater from a commercial or industrial

process is generated at the Electronic Combat Range sites.  The only wastewater generated is

from small sinks used for hand-washing at the jammer site.  This water is allowed to drain from

the jammer site as surface runoff

3.14 Drinking Water Supply

Drinking water for the operations facility is supplied by the City of La Junta.  Drinking water

quality is tested semi-annually by the City of La Junta.  Current Safe Drinking Water Act quality

standards are being met.  No drinking water is provided at the Electronic Combat Range sites.

3.15 Asbestos

The operations facility was constructed recently (1990) and, according to facility personnel, no

asbestos was present in construction materials.  All storage sheds of earlier construction contain

no asbestos.  All of the Mini-MUTE sites have no structures present.  The jammer site has a

series of structures (primarily trailers) that do not contain asbestos.

3.16 Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCB)

All PCB containing transformers found at all sites have been removed (USAF 1992).  No other

PCB sources have been identified.  Electrical power is supplied to the sites by the local utility

(Southeast Colorado Power), which also owns the ground transformers present at the operations

facility.

3.17 Radon
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The Lemay Technical Operations Facility site falls within Zone 1 of the EPA Map of Radon

Zones, indicating a risk for radon contamination.  However, no radon testing has been performed

at the operations facility (Easley 1998b).

3.18 Lead-Based Paint

Due to the recent construction of the operations facility and lack of structures at the Electronic

Combat Range, no lead-based paints are known to have been used.  All paints in use for building

surfaces are latex paints.  These paints are stored in the hazardous material storage shed in the

southwest corner of the site.

3.19 Surface Water and Wetlands

The topography of the operations facility and the Electronic Combat Range sites is relatively flat.

Drainage is mostly accomplished through sheet flow, with an occasional small drainage channel

being present.  The operations facility drains the concrete area and the surrounding property via

two rock lined swales located in depressional areas.  The jammer site shows signs of heavy

erosion on slight slopes that have cut channels and undermined the chain-link security fence.  No

surface water bodies or wetlands are located on or near any of the sites.

3.20 Soil Contamination

No incidents of soil contamination are known to have occurred at any of the sites (White 1998,

Easley 1998a, Bradfield 1998, and Johnson 1998).  No major spills are known to have occurred.

A small 8-inch POL stain is present at Mini-MUTE site 1MM2.  The stain was in the vicinity of

the on-site equipment with a noticeable POL odor.  It is probable that the stain was caused by a

spill or leak of lubrication oil used for on-site equipment maintenance.
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4.0 FINDINGS FOR ADJACENT PROPERTIES

4.1 Land Use

The land adjoining the operations facility to the north contains paved runways used by the La

Junta Municipal Airport.  To the south and east is undeveloped grassland pasture used as a buffer

for the airport.  The land to the west of the operations facility is used by the La Junta Municipal

Airport and businesses associated with the industrial park.  The land surrounding the Electronic

Combat Range sites is agricultural rangeland used for grazing cattle.  All of the Electronic

Combat Range sites have one side adjacent to a roadway.

4.2 Adjacent Properties

The property surrounding the operations facility is part of the La Junta Municipal Airport and is

owned by the City of La Junta.  Progressive Growers, Inc., a nursery and greenhouse, is located

west of the operations facility.  Also to the west, approximately ¼-mile, are two local aviation

companies, LJM Aviation and 007 Dusting.  Electronic Combat Range sites 1MM2, 1MM4,

1MM5, and 1MM6, as well as the jammer site are completely surrounded by unimproved

rangeland.
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5.0 APPLICABLE REGULATORY COMPLIANCE ISSUES

5.1 Compliance Issues

The Lemay Technical Operations Facility is primarily in compliance regarding relevant

environmental regulations.  The facility has taken steps to bring itself into compliance following

the internal ECAMP performed in 1992.  However, the facility has not undergone any radon

testing to date and this issue has not been addressed by the appropriate personnel.  In addition, a

container of used oil in the hazardous waste accumulation area is cracked and leaking.

5.2 Corrective Actions

Based on the EPA radon zone (Zone 1), indicating a potential for radon contamination, radon

testing should be performed at the operations facility.

A new container should be procured for storage of the hazardous waste oil in the hazardous

waste accumulation area.  The area around which the container sits should be cleaned of spilled

material and the used cleanup supplies should be disposed of in the appropriate manner.

5.3 Cost Estimate of Various Alternatives

The cost of radon testing would be approximately $15 per test kit, with kits to be placed in work

and office areas.

The cost of a new container for hazardous used oil would be minimal.  Cleanup costs and

disposal of the used cleanup materials as hazardous waste could cost up to $200 to 400 per drum

disposal.
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Facility Matrix

 Based on the findings, AFI 32-7066 requires the EBS to categorize the presence of hazardous

substances, petroleum products, or their derivatives for each property or area.  There are seven

categories which cover USAF properties:

 1. those with no history of storage, release, or disposal;

 2. those where only storage occurred but no release was reported;

 3. those with minimal contamination below action levels;

 4. those where remedial action has been completed;

 5. those where remedial actions are underway;

 6. those where response actions have not commenced; and

7. those where further evaluation is recommended.

 Table 6-1 summarizes the facility matrix and the property categories.

 

Table 6-1:  Facility Matrix of Hazardous Substance Categories

Site State – County Finding
Category

Current Use

1MM2 CO - Bent 3 Mini-MUTE site/grazing

1MM4 CO - Las Animas 1 Mini-MUTE site/grazing

1MM5 CO - Bent 1 Mini-MUTE site/grazing

1MM6 CO - Bent 1 Mini-MUTE site/grazing

Jammer CO - Bent 1 Lemay Jammer site

Lemay Technical
Operations Facility

CO - Otero 2 Lemay Electronic Scoring
Site
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6.2 Data Gaps

Access was not provided to the buildings located at the jammer site.  Facility personnel indicate

that the buildings contain electronic equipment and that no hazardous materials are stored on-

site.  Access was also not provided to the maintenance trucks that support the emitter and jammer

units.  Facility personnel indicate that the trucks also do not contain any stored hazardous

materials.  Aerial photographs were only available from 1972 through 1990 at the local USDA

office.
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7.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Radon Testing

Radon testing should be performed at the Lemay Technical Operation Facility and the structures

at the jammer site to ensure compliance and provide a safe environment for facility personnel.

Due to the lack of structures at the remaining Electronic Combat Range sites, radon testing is

unnecessary.

7.2 Hazardous Waste Container

Replace the existing hazardous waste oil container with one providing adequate integrity for the

stored materials.  Clean up spill material and dispose of it in an appropriate manner.



 8.0 CERTIFICATIONS
 

 CERTIFICATION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL BASELINE SURVEY
 

 Ogden Environmental & Energy Services conducted this Environmental Baseline Survey on behalf of the
U.S. Air Force.  Ogden has reviewed all appropriate records made available, conducted visual site
inspections of the selected properties, and performed an analysis of information collected during the
record search.  The information contained within the survey report is based on records made available
and, to the best of Ogden’s knowledge, is correct.
 
 Certified by:                                                                       Date:                              

Kevin J. Peter
Project Manager
Ogden Environmental and Energy Services

 

 
 Approved by:                                                                     Date:                              

MICHAEL R. PATRICK, Colonel, USAF
 Chairperson, HQ ACC Environmental Leadership Board

 



 CERTIFICATION OF CONTAMINATION
 

 A complete search of agency files has revealed that hazardous substance(s), as that term is defined in the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (42 U.S.C. 9601), as
amended, are known to have been stored for one year or more, been released, or disposed of on the excess
Air Force-controlled real property described below.

I. The following notice provides information discovered as a result of a complete search of
agency files pertaining to hazardous substances known to have been stored, released, or
disposed of on the excess real property:

• Hazardous materials are present in small quantities at the Lemay Technical Operations Facility.
Materials stored on site include propane, a lead acid battery, 4 aerosol paint cans, cleaning
solvents, four 5-gallon drums containing used insulating oil lubricants and a milk jug
approximately 1/3rd full of used oil.

As mentioned in section 3.3.1, the milk jug of used oil appears to have leaked a portion of the
contents, however, a containment pallet is in place below the plywood platform, so no hazardous
materials have escaped the containment system.

II. The above information, based on agency files or other available information, addresses the
period prior to June 1998.  This information is the best available and is believed to be correct,
but no guarantee as to accuracy can be provided.

III. The U.S. Air Force will take all remedial action necessary to protect human health and the
environment with respect to any hazardous substance(s) released disposed of, or stored on the
real property described below which is identified as excess to Air Force requirements and
proposed for disposal.

Certified by:                                                                      Date:                              
Kevin J. Peter
Project Manager
Ogden Environmental and Energy Services

 
 
 Approved by:                                                                     Date:                              

MICHAEL R. PATRICK, Colonel, USAF
 Chairperson, HQ ACC Environmental Leadership Board
 



CERTIFICATION OF POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS CLEARANCE*

             X    1. This Real Property is in compliance with 40 CFR 761 as outlined below
(check all that apply):

       X    a.  An Inventory has been prepared and is being maintained of all USAF-owned
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCB) Real Property Installed Equipment and Real Property
PCB Items per Section 761.45.

              b.  All in-service and stored serviceable PCB and PCB-contaminated Real Property
Installed Equipment and Real Property PCB Items have been inspected, repaired, and are
being maintained to prevent leakage, and therefore can be distributed per Section 761.30.

              c.  PCB Real Property Installed Equipment and Real Property PCB Items have been
stored, decontaminated, and labeled per Section 761.42, 761.43, and 761.44.

       X    d.  There is no known PCB-contaminated soil, wastes, or unserviceable
equipment remaining on the existing property.

                    2. A records search and an on-site inspection indicate that this property has
not been exposed to PCB materials or equipment.

* Certify to either paragraph 1 or 2.

Certified by:                                                                      Date:                              
Kevin J. Peter
Project Manager
Ogden Environmental and Energy Services

 
 
 Approved by:                                                                     Date:                              

MICHAEL R. PATRICK, Colonel, USAF
 Chairperson, HQ ACC Environmental Leadership Board



CERTIFICATION OF ASBESTOS CLEARANCE

                     1.  On-site surveys have identified asbestos-containing materials.  Friable asbestos
will be properly removed and disposed of prior to, or in conjunction with, the
disposal of the property, should it ever occur.  Removal and disposal will be in
accordance the Federal Regulations 29 CFR 1910.1001 and 40 CFR 61.145
through 61.151.

             X     2.  A records search and on-site inspection indicate that this property does not have
asbestos containing materials or equipment.

                     3.  An on-site inspection revealed no friable asbestos based on current standards.

Certified by:                                                                      Date:                              
Kevin J. Peter
Project Manager
Ogden Environmental and Energy Services

 
 
 
 Approved by:                                                                     Date:                              

MICHAEL R. PATRICK, Colonel, USAF
 Chairperson, HQ ACC Environmental Leadership Board
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